Dear english-speaker/english-reader…
Bonjour/Hello, this is the band Noiss.
A 3-piece rock band, playing bass, drums and guitar (and vocals), sounding like some kind of
metal riffs mixed with punk rock tones. Well, that’s grunge.
To introduce you to the band, you’ll find a release of their first songs.
Tracks like « Neuroine » or « Bliss » already draw the attention of not hearing-impaired people.
And the band is now starting to play shows around their area.
As they want their music to be shared with a bigger audience, the band works t the present
time with Minimal Chords (Chambery, FR) and Gordeon Music Promotion (Berlin, DE).

More about Noiss
(taken from the Rock Your Underground interview)
The members of the band are : Thomas (guitars and vocals), Julien (bass) and David (drums).
The band (and members) comes from the area of Chambery, a city located in south eastern France (100km East
from Lyon) - very next to the mountains, and to Switzerland and Italy (100km from Geneva and Torino).
Members say they like bands like Queen Of The Stone Age, Shipping News, Idles, Red Fang, Kyuss, 1000 MODS, RKL,
Shellac and The Exploited.
But the main guitar riff from Neuroine reminds of some kind of Slayer played slowly. And the « Nouvel Orient » videoclip also features The Beatles and Chuck Berry !
They will to define their music between punk rock song-writing, a metal/heavy side and melodies that catch and
reach directly the listener.
They say that the punk rock allows to use an easy/basic/spontaneous song-writing, whereas the metal and stoner
influences bring something heavy and dark.
Most of the songs are built with « soft » verses (melody and heady singing) and then choruses that « explode »
(screams, yells and anger).
The band expressly wanted to record their first tracks live. And the band is used to playing loud and that’s why they
call the band « NOISS » !
So, by now, the listener discretion is advised.

NOISS (EP)
1. Bliss
2. Nouvel Orient
3. Wait another day
4. Neuroine

Minimal Chords
www.minimalchords.org

Thank you for your time.
Hope to hear from you very soon.
Contacts :
noiss.music@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/noiss.music

Gordeon Music
www.gordeonmusic.de

